CASE STUDY

CSX and PacketFabric

ColoCSX Improves
its Ability to Serve
its Customers with
PacketFabric
COMPANY OVERVIEW

ColoCSX is a premiere colocation
provider in Jacksonville Florida that
offers enterprises a leadershipdriven, customer focused and
cloud-connected facility. Our unique
capabilities provide organizations
unmatched privacy, security and peace
of mind. Since 2002, ColoCSX has
been serving the needs and delivering
confidence to top healthcare, financial
and government organizations.
ColoCSX’ longevity and corporate
commitment allow the company to
provide an unparalleled customer
experience, flexible consumptionbased pricing, and enterprise-focused
service standards.

The Results
By connecting to PacketFabric’s platform in CSX’ data
center, ColoCSX customers gain instant, private access to
every other location on PacketFabric’s network.
This allows ColoCSX to enhance services to customers
by offering private interconnection capabilities through
PacketFabric’s platform. From a single physical interface,
ColoCSX’ customers create multiple virtual connections
to other destinations on PacketFabric platforms. A few
common use cases that are now possible:
•

•
•

•

Privately connect to public cloud service providers,
such as Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform,
Microsoft Azure, IBM Cloud, Oracle, and more
Interconnect with internet exchange providers, such as
DE-CIX, Mass IX, and NYIIX
Order, provision, and manage private network services,
available from 1Gbps to multi-100Gbps, with flexible,
month-to-month terms, and transparent pricing
Create instant connectivity to 160+ data center
locations in 24+ markets in the United States, Europe,
and Asia Pacific

Both companies benefit from this partnership; ColoCSX
is able to immediately expand their service offerings, and
PacketFabric’s customers gain another entry point to its
fabric in Northeast Florida.

To learn more, visit packetfabric.com and colocsx.com
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Business Challenge
Since 2002, ColoCSX has provided its clients with unique
industry leading colocation advantages in availability,
physical security and consumption-based pricing. Our
corporate commitment to innovation, efficiency and
customer satisfaction progresses the need to expand
services to meet the needs of an enhanced cloud-ready
colocation facility.
In order to meet the current and future connectivity
challenges of a modern colocation facility, ColoCSX
needed a solution that allowed connectivity to public and
private clouds, access peering, and a variety of Internet
services easily, economically, and instantly. By partnering
with PacketFabric, ColoCSX can simplify the customer
journey, evolve customer capability and improve business
outcomes.

The Solution
PacketFabric installed gear in ColoCSX’ data center
location, adding ColoCSX as an additional Point of
Presence (PoP) to its network, and empowering ColoCSX
to gain private access to its network-as-a-service platform
by requesting a cross connect through ColoCSX.

ColoCSX allows your organization to
utilize a shared data center facility that
provides space, power, cooling, and
physical security services. Leveraging
these services can reduce data
center costs and risk while improving
operational efficiencies.
ColoCSX collaborates with mid-tolarge size enterprise companies to
provide secure, survivable colocation
services to protect business critical
information systems. With more than
20 years of operational experience,
we are prepared to provide you with
the best data center infrastructure and
service in the industry.

About PacketFabric
PacketFabric is the next generation
network service provider. Pricing is
transparent, services are provisioned
through its portal in minutes, and our
API provides extensible automation.
We’re the highly scalable networkas-a-service platform: the perfect
marriage of SaaS and carrier network,
with terabits of capacity to wherever
business takes you.

To learn more, visit packetfabric.com and colocsx.com

